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AISPA

The Anglo-Italian Society for the Protection of Animals

On the Side of
Animals Since 1952
The Anglo-Italian Society for the Protection of Animals (AISPA) is a British-based
charity that raises funds worldwide to help animal welfare projects in Italy.
Our voluntary veterinary representatives in Italy work closely with these projects
offering advice and support. They also liaise with local authorities and government
agencies, to try and bring about lasting improvements in animal welfare.

AISPA:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides financial help to animal shelters
Funds stray sterilisation programmes
Sponsors Veterinary training
Funds medicines and surgical equipment
Supports education and training programmes
Donates rescue vehicles

Our aim is to reduce stray populations and improve conditions for many domestic and
wild animals. We are only able to do this because of the generous support of those
who care about animals and birds.

Privacy Notice
For your information, we have created a new ‘Privacy Notice’ on our website which
includes the following key points:

•
•
•
•

Your name and address will be held for the purposes of sending you by post our
Annual Appeal and Annual Report and any other relevant mailing such as one for
an emergency appeal
We do not send marketing material by email unless that is your preferred method
of receipt
We do not sell or trade your personal data
You have the right to request from us access to, and rectification or erasure of your
personal data
The new ‘Privacy Notice’ is on our website. If you prefer a paper copy of this,
please email or phone Andy Geddes on 01743 232559.
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Secretary’s Report
moving article illustrates; it still remains a
challenge to change the cultural attitudes that
are all too pervasive.
It gives me great pleasure to welcome our
new voluntary representative in Italy, Dr
Lucia Pinaglia. Lucia has been a practising
veterinarian for many years and has been
actively involved in a number of animal
welfare projects. She lives near Perugia and
is well known to Dr Maira Sgueglia and Dr
Malcolm Holliday. We are sure she will be an
asset to the Society!

Dear Supporters
I am very grateful for your continued and
valuable support over the last year. It is always
a pleasure to hear from you, offering your
encouragement and commitment to our work
in Italy. Your response to our Annual Appeal
was as usual very generous and our project
partners value this personal connection to
their funding. I thank you on their behalf!
During the last couple of years, we have
made great strides forward at the Palermo
dog kennel (see page 18). This major
refurbishment that included new floors,
fencing and drainage work now draws to
a close. Thank you to all of you who have
shown a particular interest in this project
and provided the funds to see it through. As
ever, our report contains stories that are often
touching if not heart wrenching and only
highlight the continued necessity of our work
in Italy. The work of Freya Bartlett at ‘Little
Friends’ (see page 24) reminds us of how
important it is to support grass roots projects
operating in their own community. Equally,
larger organisations like LIPU (see page 22)
generally have the resource and influence to
effect change at a national level but as this
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I would like to thank my colleague Laura
Lavorato for all her energy and commitment
in pursuing our aims in Italy; to our voluntary
representatives Dr Dorothea Friz and Dr
Maira Sgueglia in helping to support Laura
and our projects in Italy.
I would also like to thank our voluntary
Executive Committee members for their
continued commitment and dedication to the
Society.
If you haven’t yet taken out a Standing Order,
please consider doing so as it help us to plan
more easily for the future.
Legacies are a major contribution towards our
ability to support and sustain animal welfare
objectives across Italy. If you would consider
making the Society a beneficiary in your will,
we would be most grateful.
As ever, we look forward to your continued
support in the year ahead. You are the
lifeblood of the Society and we couldn’t do
the vital animal welfare work we do without
your support!
I hope you enjoy reading the following reports
detailing progress made during the last year.
With very best wishes

Andy Geddes
Andy Geddes
Secretary

Meet our
Veterinary Rep
Maira Sgueglia

Dr

Maira Sgueglia is AISPA’s representative
in central Italy. Maira is an indefatigable vet,
passionate about her work and determined
to make a difference. Her contribution to the
Society within the last few years has been
crucial, as she has provided accurate and
prompt veterinary advice and evaluation
during our inspections. She manages her own
veterinary clinic in Umbria and leads for AISPA
a spay and neuter programme in the area
surrounding Castiglione del Lago where she is
based. Following her presentation at our 2017
AGM she describes her experience with AISPA
and beyond.
Maira writes:
I have been working as a vet for about eleven
years in a small animal practice in Castiglione
del Lago, in Central Italy.
I have always been interested in animal
welfare, so I was really happy when I was
first introduced to AISPA by some supporters
living in the town where I work.
Since 2011 I have been co-operating with
AISPA on a spay-neuter programme on the
stray cats living in the area where I live.
During this time, about 600 feral cats have

been operated on and released back to their
colonies, while almost 100 domestic cats that
had been abandoned have been sterilised
and re-homed. These are results that make
me proud to work with AISPA and make me
determined to keep working with them to
improve the lives of animals across Italy.
For the last 3 years I have also been
volunteering with the Society as a veterinary
rep. The first couple of years were dedicated
to my training, as this kind of work is quite
different from my everyday activity in the
clinic.
I joined numerous trips to the many projects
AISPA supports from the north to the south of
Italy, following my colleagues, Dr Malcolm
Holliday and Dr Dorothea Friz, learning from
them as much as I could.
What I have to do as a veterinary representative
is primarily to understand if the living
conditions and health of the animals we see
during the inspections are adequate and
satisfy AISPA’s standards. I do take great
care in examining the animals, both from
a behavioural and physiological point of
view, checking whether they look healthy,
AISPA Annual Report 2018 3

well fed, well socialised and not affected by
excessive stress. I then examine carefully the
environment where they live, particularly
the hygienic conditions of the place, whether
adequate shelter from climatic events is
provided; if quarantine areas are provided, if
the space provided to each animal is adequate
to satisfy health standards. In conclusion,
I try and establish if the animals’ quality of
life is good enough in order for the project
to receive financial support from AISPA. It is
not an easy job and most of all it is quite a
responsibility, nevertheless I strive to do my
best and help AISPA provide such support
to those projects that genuinely deserve it,
in consideration of the quality of care they
provide to their animals.
Sadly due to the tragic events that affected
central Italy in the aftermath of the recent
earthquakes, I also found myself in the front
line, co-ordinating the dispatch of supplies
to the communities in need. We were not
allowed to physically organise medical
interventions in the so-called “red area”
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because of the dangers associated with it,
but thanks to AISPA and WVS it was possible
for me to co-ordinate the dispatch of a huge
amount of medicines and materials which
helped local vets in providing first aid to
the pets of the families affected and, equally
important, to the dogs of the civil protection
that worked relentlessly to rescue hundreds
of lives of humans and other animals alike.
I would like to thank AISPA and all its
supporters for the help given not only
in the dramatic events that followed the
earthquake but throughout the years.
Whether it is to support stray cats or dogs,
educational campaigns, spay and neuter
programmes, re-homing, refurbishing
kennels or returning migratory birds to
nature, I would just like to let you know
how much your contribution is valued.
There is still a lot to be done, but together
we really can make a difference.

despite the unconditional love
of the volunteers.
This year we would like to
present the stories of two
dogs that highlight our day to
day life at the refuge.
The first story is the story of
Figaro the Wise, as we call
him. He is a mixed-breed dog,
17 years of age with a strong
character. His owner brought
him to our shelter two years
ago. Camal, his owner, was a
middle-aged man who was
brutally thrown out of his
house by the son of his partner
when she died. So, Camal
and Figaro found themselves
living on the street. Camal
never let Figaro want for
anything, he often skipped
lunch to provide a meal for his
dog. One day he and Figaro
met Carla, the manager of our
shelter, who, moved by their
sad story, decided to accept
Figaro at the shelter, providing
him with a roof over his head
and a kennel to protect him
from the cold weather, while
Camal still slept out in the
cold. He came over every day
to walk the dog and take care
of him. Figaro’s eyes would
light up when he heard the
gate opening at around 10
a.m. since he knew that his beloved friend
had arrived to pet him. But one day Camal
did not arrive, nor the day after. In fact he
never came back, sadly he died on the
street, destitute and without his friend by his
side. Since that day Figaro has not been the
same. Camal’s brother comes over almost
every day and takes the dog out, but Figaro
does not have that light in his eyes that he
had before. Even if he will have to stay with
us until he dies, we will try to love him as
his great owner did. Figaro will be looked
after with devotion by all of us although we

Never Lose Hope

Cani Di Carla
Florence
Cani di Carla is a small dog rescue centre
situated near Florence. Carla and her
team of volunteers have been working
hard to care for and re-home countless
dogs throughout the years.
Ilaria, one of the shelter’s volunteers,
writes for us:
Another year has gone and as always, there
are dogs at the Cani di Carla shelter still
waiting for a lovely family to adopt them
and give them a decent and quiet life.
Our furry friends often wait for months
at the shelter, and get sadder and sadder
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wished for a different outcome to his story, a
better fate which other, more fortunate dogs,
eventually met despite the many years spent
at our refuge.
This was the case for Emma, an 8-year old
Irish setter suffering from Leishmaniosis,
who stayed a long time with us. We took care
of her with love and devotion. Emma arrived
at our shelter and stayed with us for years.
Many families came to meet her and some
of them also took her home, but immediately
brought her back to the shelter because
“she was too energetic”. Yes, Emma, despite
her disease, is a really joyful dog, with a
great love of life. Then, one day, a lady, who
was a fan of this breed, found Emma’s photo
on Facebook. She fell in love with her and
immediately asked for a meeting. It was
a big surprise for us to find out that she
already had many other dogs of the same
breed as Emma. They had a huge garden to
run and play in, all together. And, at night,
they all curled up in their own baskets by
the fireplace. This was really like hitting the
Figaro the Wise

jackpot for Emma! Somebody finally arrived
for her, who was able to give her the stability
of a family forever. Here she is, smiling at the
camera like she never did before.
All of us at the Cani di Carla shelter, want to
believe that despite the suffering there can
be a happy ending for all of our dogs, for
this reason we strive to offer them the best
possible care and to give them that chance
at living a happy life that at some point,
someone, somewhere has taken away from
them.
We are incredibly grateful to AISPA and
all of its donors and supporters for giving
us a chance to continue our work and
never give up hope for happy outcomes.

Emma
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A Challenging Year
Cats Onlus
Montecatini
CATs Onlus is our dedicated spay and neuter
programme based in the Province of Pistoia.
Maria, Monica and Carolyn invest all of their
energies in promoting the welfare of the cats
of Montecatini and surrounding areas through
providing both free spay and neuter operations
and educational activities in schools.
Carolyn writes:
This has been, as ever, a challenging year but
nevertheless it always proves rewarding!
We have continued to sterilise strays as well
as cats whose owners are in financial difficulty,
but have noticed an increase in the number of
people who feel that as we are an association
it is our duty and responsibility to cover all
the costs. Perhaps because we have become
relatively well known it seems that there is an
assumption that we have unlimited funding
and are paid employees who are available
at all hours. It is without doubt only with the
support and generosity of AISPA’s supporters
and its staff that we are able to do what we do!

We are also struggling with some parts of the
community who have created colonies which
then grow and spread because these people
are openly opposed to sterilisation. For this
reason it is increasingly important to also
work on educational activities to convince the
general public of the advantages of having
their cats spayed and neutered.
We have also suffered some unfortunate
acts of vandalism. In Via Tavolaia, one of
the colonies where we worked, the feeding
stations and covered areas have been
repeatedly destroyed and several new
apparently domestic cats have now joined
that group as well.
Our fundraising this year was also
considerably less successful than in the past
years as people were less willing to give,
while at the same time the request of food for
colonies has continued to rise.
Having listed our woes, there is the other
side of the coin, in that we have continued
AISPA Annual Report 2018 7

our work, trapping and sterilising cats, as well as rescuing and retrieving injured ones on
behalf of the two animal refuges in our area.
Many kittens were adopted; several cats with health issues found loving homes and some
others who were not as fortunate or are not suitable for being re-homed are still with us,
providing limitless love and joy.
The bulk of the work this year has been on the shoulders of our president Maria, who has
retired from her job as hospital pharmacist and has done most of the trapping. We cat ladies
have all had life situations which have required our time and attention but we do our best,
and continue to cover the territory as well as we can, keeping sick and injured cats in our own
homes until they are well or adopted. Those that remain, because the cat itself has rejected
the adoptive home, or because they need lengthy care, automatically become part of our
personal feline families and amply repay all our efforts.
We thank AISPA and all of its supporters for allowing us to continue our relentless work,
loving and caring for all the cats of Pistoia.
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The
Future
Looks
Brighter
Ediga
Palermo
EDIGA is the only cat sanctuary in Sicily and it
is situated on the outskirts of Palermo. Franco
Lannino, manager of the facility, is aided by
only a few volunteers in looking after over 100
cats.
Franco writes:
It is now four years since the death of
Pola Narzisi, who in 1988 founded the
Ediga association and the cat shelter now
dedicated to her. Between ups and downs,
overcoming many difficulties, we worked
with commitment and dedication to look after
the stray cats of Palermo and thanks to the
financial support from AISPA, Ediga is now a
solid reality rooted in the territory of the city,
a point of reference for all those who need
help with feline issues, for those who want
to adopt a cat or simply visit the shelter and
make a donation.
The strong point of the association today is
its network: we provide useful advice on the
crucial importance of sterilisation in order
to keep the feline colonies under control
and campaign against the abandonment
of animals (a critical issue in Palermo and
in southern Italy at large); we also provide
practical guidance on the care of cats; we
rescue and re-home strays cats. Above all,

we have now developed the skills, contacts
and knowledge to enable the adoption of
many kittens which prevents them entering
the shelter at all.
If the figures tell us that in 2017 the number
of entrants to the shelter did not decrease,
they also tell us that it was a great year for
adoptions: 85 of our cats found a new home,
all adequately vetted and monitored, a sign
that many people have decided to adopt a
foundling and not buy a pure bred cat. It is
hard work but we are immensely happy to
know that so many cats will not have to end
their days at the shelter.
Thanks to the improved adoptions’ rate, the
number of cats taken care of in the shelter
remained almost unchanged despite the
numerous rescues, which in turn also allowed
us to provide a stable and adequate level of
care to our resident cats.
If Ediga has become so well established on
the animal welfare scene of Palermo, it is
mostly due to AISPA. Its support has enabled
us to make improvements to the shelter and
increase our support network.
This year in fact we participated in the
“Culture Week” (an initiative created under
the patronage of the municipality of Palermo)
with a photographic exhibition on the life of
AISPA Annual Report 2018 9

the refuge’s cats. Among the many initiatives
carried out, the creation and sale of our
calendar; our campaign to promote distant
adoption and the money-boxes/fundraising
activities in numerous businesses of the city,
have been particularly successful. Another
inspiring initiative, of which we are really
proud, was the collaboration with a café in
Palermo, which now supports many EDIGA
initiatives.
If today we can confidently look at the
future, if we begin to see the results of
our hard work, the change of attitude
towards cats’ welfare and all the tangible
improvements our shelter has undergone
within the last few years, it is because
of AISPA and our shared mission:
guaranteeing a better life to the animals of
Sicily.
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Towards a
better future for
Italian horses
Italian Horse
Protection
(IHP)
Montaione

Founded and managed by Sonny Richichi,
Italian Horse Protection (IHP) is our AISPA
sponsored horse rescue facility located in the
heart of the Tuscan countryside. IHP today
is an established equine centre which takes
care of rescues across Italy and provides full
rehabilitation and care for resident horses.
Sonny writes:
Over the last year, our organisation was
engaged in multiple activities, from advising
on and rescuing mistreated horses, to
supporting wild horses at risk, to engaging
in advocacy initiatives aimed at increasing
safeguarding measures for equines.
At the beginning of the year we received a
considerable load of hay to be sent to the
animals who suffered the consequences of
the earthquake in central Italy and to feed
those horses that were hit by the exceptional
snowfalls in Abruzzo.

At the same time we worked on drawing the
public’s attention towards cruel and inhuman
practices affecting horses in Italy and abroad.
In March we rescued a horse we called
Spirit from the abattoir in the context of our
campaign to prevent animals supposedly
affected by disease (but tested through
dated and unsatisfactory means) from being
unjustly killed.
There were many such mistreatment cases
we had to tackle. One case was particularly
striking: Alerted by the authorities in Turin
we intervened to rescue horses from a facility
where the animals were subject to all sorts of
abuse, including electrocuting and boiling
water showers.
Last but not least we continued our
investigation into the unlawful butchering of
horses, which uncovered criminal dealings in
the killing and butchering of old horses that
were once trained for equestrian sports.
AISPA Annual Report 2018 11

In September, following a report from a
private individual we intervened to rescue
a wounded mare. It has been a long and
painful process, not devoid of risks for the
staff involved, but we were incredibly happy
to have been able to rescue and facilitate her
full recovery.
It is not easy to achieve what we do, our
organisation does not receive any public
contribution for our work and we only
survive thanks to the generosity of donors
such as AISPA.
On top of our normal dealings this year we
had to face the consequences of floods that
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due to heavy rainfall affected our rescue
centre. The paths and the main infirmary
were damaged and we have been patiently
waiting for summer to come to begin with the
refurbishment work for which unfortunately
we are going to incur extra costs.
Most of what we do would not have been
possible without the crucial support of
AISPA and of its members: all of us at IHP
wish to express the most heartfelt “thank
you” on behalf of all the horses that for
one more year we were able to help as
well as those that -we are sure- we will
help in the future.

Sonny and some of IHP’s horses

AISPA

The Anglo-Italian Society for the Protection of Animals

LEGACIES
AISPA IS
COMMITTED
TO IMPROVING
ANIMAL WELFARE
IN ITALY
Legacies make a major contribution
towards AISPA’s ability to support
animal welfare projects across
Italy. If you would consider making
AISPA a beneficiary in your will, we
would be most grateful.
The following supporters kindly
remembered us in their Will:

Daphne Widdas
E Tizard
Joyce Parrott
CP Goodwin
Sylvia Patricia Reynolds
Nicolina Anzani
Patricia G A Smith
PM Laws
T E Zambardi
Patricia B Field

LEGACIES ARE
IMPORTANT
TO US

THANK YOU
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Home for the Cats of Pisa
Gatti Mammoni
Pisa

Gatti Mammoni is one of AISPA’s supported cat
shelters in Italy. Situated just outside of Pisa, it
is managed by Tiziana Scognamiglio and cares
for over 100 cats.
Tiziana writes:
We have now been established for over twenty
years giving support to marginalised cats.
Our efforts in establishing and maintaining a
strong network for the cat colonies and their
guardians continues. Earlier this year, for
example, we received a call to intervene for
a colony of over 30 cats needing sterilisation.
After initial medical attention, a few of them
who had found their way to the colony, were
then re-homed with new families.
This year we invested lots of energy trying
to improve the visibility of the cattery. Social
media has been an invaluable tool and our
volunteers share news and videos from the
cattery further enabling the wider public to
14 AISPA Annual Report 2018

get to know us and our work. People have
been supportive and responsive when we
had an emergency and we were also able to
increase our adoption and fostering rates.
Following an emergency call from the
authorities this year we also rescued seven
cats whose owner was in serious financial
and emotional difficulties. We started off
providing advice but shortly we realised
that she couldn’t take care of the animals,
although she certainly did her best. We took
them to the cattery where we provided all the
necessary care and screenings and although
sadly two of them did not make it, the four
remaining ones found amazing adoptive
families and only one is still at the shelter,
well looked after by all of us. We were really
pleased to see that none of the adopters was
put off by the age of the cats or by their health
issues.
Throughout the spring/summer we worked

relentlessly on rescuing abandoned kittens.
Very often they are abandoned outside the
refuge, in other cases we even found a litter
in the local cemetery and others left by
the nearby bin. Fortunately the kittens’ rehoming chances are high and we managed to
give all of them a new home.

is possible to release them back to the colony,
given that adequate animal welfare standards
are in place. Our work with the cat colonies
in the area is in fact constant, we monitor the
animals, provide medical care and obviously
try to sterilise as many animals as we can.

Some of our cats have been saved from
injuries caused by road accidents and others
have been left to their own devices by owners
who simply decided they did not want to care
for them anymore, due to financial reasons
or most simply because the cat was sick.
For house trained cats, life on the street is
challenging and in some cases lethal. On top
of that, even colony cats might need a place
at the refuge due to their health conditions or
old age. However if their situation improves it

Next year thanks to AISPA we hope to
continue to further improve the living
conditions at the shelter by refurbishing it
and working on the garden. It is of great
comfort to all of us to know that AISPA is
there to support our activities and we feel
immense gratitude towards the Society
and all of the kind people who donate to it,
so that we can keep doing what we do and
love for the cats of Pisa.
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Let’s fly again
Liberi di Volare
Trieste

Founded and headed by Silvana Di Mauro and

under the veterinary care of Dr Stefano Pesaro,
Liberi di Volare is an AISPA supported bird
rescue centre based in Trieste. It is the only
swifts’ rehabilitation centre in Italy and one of
the few specialised clinics of this kind in Europe.
Silvana writes:
New records were set for Liberi di Volare in
2017: 153 birds were rescued, compared to
about 100 birds per year in the recent past.
Also the percentage of birds returned to nature
jumped to 89%, compared to an average of
80% in recent years. This high success rate
is due in no small part to the efforts of our
vet, Stefano Pesaro, who performed feather
implants on 40 birds during the year.
Many of the birds received, arrive as
emergency cases and have suffered trauma
(usually due to human causes – collisions with
glass windows or cars, destruction of nests,
etc.).
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In the past year, part of the increase in the
number of admissions was due to wellmeaning but unprepared organisations and
citizens who tried to rehabilitate the birds
using a completely incorrect diet – cat food,
baby food or anything at hand, which are
slow poisons for insectivores. The disastrous
result of this treatment is that after a few
weeks the birds start to lose their feathers,
and their health deteriorates. At this point,
the well-meaning individuals bring their birds
to us, and all such birds have serious health
problems.
The therapy for recovery is long, but yields
positive results: they are put on a diet of
farmed crickets (suitable for insectivores),
supplemented by vitamin B and minerals.
Usually their plumage is ruined, and the
remedy for this is to implant feathers from
deceased birds. Our vet has done this and it
accounts for the very high rate of successful
return to nature.

This veterinary technique dates
back to the middle ages and
it is rooted in the history of
falconry: the hunting bird of a
noble or king was an extremely
valuable asset. If the bird broke
a feather or two, it could not
hunt effectively and became
worthless. The technique of
repairing the broken feather
using a splinter of wood,
glue and a carefully matched
feather of a deceased bird was
developed, and continued for
centuries. However, falconry
has declined, so where did this
method survive? In Yemen. In
fact years ago, the legendary
swift vet, Dr. Christiane Haupt,
travelled to Yemen and learned
the technique. She returned
to her native Germany and
adapted it from large birds
of prey to small birds such as
swifts. In the modern age, the
splinter is replaced by high
tech carbon fibre rods. Stefano
has visited the Swift Clinic in
Frankfurt several times and
learnt the technique of feather
implanting, which he now
applies successfully in Trieste.

One of the injured birds

Stefano’s lab ready for feathers’ implant

Another high point this year was
the award of “Buoni della Strada” prizes to two of our members, Stefano Pesaro and Michele
Meola. The prizes are conferred by the City of Trieste and recognise outstanding contributions
to animal welfare. Stefano`s work on swifts mentioned above was acknowledged, while Michele
received the award for his work in installing nest boxes.
As ever we wish to share our successes and pride in our work with AISPA and all of its
members and supporters, for having enabled it and made it possible to literally give new
wings to fly to so many of our feathered friends.

The Nursery and one of the LdV team during feeding operations
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Other News

CAVALLI DEL
BISBINO
Como

Like every year, in May the Bisbino horses leave their winter home to return to their green
pastures high up on Mount Bisbino. Free to roam on the mountain during Spring and Summer,
the lives of these horses are safeguarded by the Bisbino horses volunteers headed by
veterinary Doctor Maria Chiara Lietti. As ever AISPA has supported the project; providing
for the horses during the cold season when their paddock needs to be fixed, ready to
accommodate them upon their return from the pastures.

LNDC - Palermo Kennel update

Our on-going work to refurbish the Lega Nazionale Per La Difesa del Cane (LNDC) kennel in
Palermo continued this year providing the female sector of the refuge with fully refurbished
pens; brand new pipes/sewage system/septic tank and - most importantly - consolidating
the retaining wall of the structure. We can hardly contain our joy in thinking that the previous
state of disrepair of the kennel is now history. All of the team at LNDC are over the moon with
the results and we are incredibly proud of such life changing improvements, achieved solely
thanks to the generosity of our supporters.

Before and after photos
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Before and after photos
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AISPA

at the Oxford
Literary Festival
This year AISPA was most fortunate
to have been part of the Oxford
Literary Festival official programme.
In March 2018, following OLF’s kind
invitation to give a presentation at
the event, we joined forces with
our conservation project Salviamo
l’Orso (Save the Bear) to increase
Professor Ciucci attending the Italian Dinner
awareness of this beautiful but sadly
at the Oxford Literary Festival
critically endangered species.
The presentation was given by our Chairman William Richards and by Professor Paolo
Ciucci, world leading expert on the Marsican Brown Bears and Professor at La Sapienza Rome
University. We are really grateful to Paolo for his outstanding contribution to our mission and
for the fabulous presentation, for which he flew in expressly from Rome despite his many
engagements. We really hope to have informed those who attended about the conservation
work that AISPA is conducting with Save the Bear in Abruzzo, communicated the importance of
preserving these incredible creatures, and ultimately inspired some of you to get involved to
ensure the survival of the Marsican Brown Bear.

Torre Argentina
Cat Sanctuary
Rome

Silvia Viviani, President of TA writes:
We had one more year of excellent results
together with AISPA and their generous
supporters.
The year 2017 ended with great satisfaction for
what concerns the number of sterilisations - a
total of 4,923, breaking every previous record
of our shelter. AISPA has made possible this
extremely important result, thanks to their
continued support.
In 2017 we could host 310 cats in the shelter, most of them wounded, run over or in a
undernourished condition, coming from the street or from degraded situations. 110 among
these cats stayed in our shelter and they were taken care of, vaccinated and neutered. 92 of
these were successfully re-homed, in Italy and other European countries. 200 of them were
nursed for fractures and diseases and subsequently brought back to their territory of origin.
We were able to purchase numerous new feral cat traps and we helped a growing number of
people from the general public, training them on how to take care of their cat colonies so that
they will not be reliant on constant support in the future. Our numbers testify how important
spay and neuter is to us. Education and training are fundamental to bring about lasting
improvements which are now evident both in the city centre of Rome and in the suburbs.
We will hopefully be able to expand our reach further in the near future, thanks to the help of
AISPA and its supporters, always by our side in these fundamental battles.
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Italian Wildlife and Zoo Veterinary
Emergency Team (IWZVet)
Terni
The pioneering work supported by AISPA
and conducted by Klaus Friedrich and his
colleagues within the Terni Steel Works
continues to bear fruit. The project’s aim is to
monitor the well-being of colony-cats living in
challenging conditions and to spay and neuter
the animals using keyhole surgery, minimising
trauma and post-operational stress/illness,
and allowing almost instant release of these
feral cats back to their colonies. The cats live
within the noisy and inhospitable compounds
of the steelworks and are particularly difficult
to catch. Notwithstanding the difficulties IWZVet
has already managed to complete the spay
and neuter work in a number of sections of the
plant. Moreover the team managed to establish
a relationship of mutual trust with the workforce
and the colonies received formal recognition
from the local authorities. High specification
feeding stations (uniquely designed by the
factory) are now located in each sector and each
small colony is signposted at the entrance of the
industrial warehouses.
Animal
Welfare
Verano
headed by the resourceful
and enthusiastic Luana Stefani
keeps caring for the Verano
Cemetery cats, providing colony
support and caring for old and
ill cats within their shelter. With
over 400 cats Verano is the
biggest cat colony in Europe. It
requires an incredible amount
of resources to satisfy the needs
of the animals and provide daily
care for the cats housed within
the shelter. Thanks to AISPA,
Luana also carried out significant
improvements to the shelter,
which is now provided not with
one but three outdoor play areas!

Our Reps Maira and
Lucia at one of the feeding
stations in the steelworks

Verano Cemetery Cats
Rome
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LIPU

UK

The British Branch of Lega Italiana
per la Protezione degli Uccelli
David Lingard runs
the UK branch of
LIPU-Lega Italiana
Protezione Uccelli.
They are the Italian
equivalent of our
RSPB and are the
leading nature
conservation
organisation in Italy
This report was sent to us by David, following
his visit to a LIPU camp in Sardinia:
In the hills above Capoterra, only half
an hour’s drive from the island capital of
Cagliari, traps such as those in the pictures
are set in their thousands. The wire supports
are attached to branches and are used year
after year – you can see the bark has grown
around the wire.
The snares are made of horse hair and this
indiscriminate trap is well suited to catch
blackbirds and other thrushes when they go
to fly away from the perch, not having seen
the deadly nooses. The practice is illegal but
the law is poorly enforced, indeed during my
visit I was shown a newspaper feature which
explained where one could go for a meal of
wild thrushes! I was invited to join the camp
for a few days in November but very much as
a worker rather than a guest. I was keen to see
the work and collect these images but there
was still lot of work to be done with a pair of
wire cutters.
LIPU volunteers gather in the area and search
the hillsides, destroying the traps as they find
them – we were dealing with about 400 a day.
It is hard work, at times dangerous, but there
is great satisfaction in knowing that every trap
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destroyed is giving the birds a better chance.
The scrub vegetation (known as macchia) is
soaking wet, not just the foliage, but also the
granite below, which is as slippery as a bar
of soap. The macchia is so dense that no light
filters through. The traps are not easy to see,
but after a while one realises what to look for,
the tell-tale signs are the upright wires. Often
the horizontal branch looks “wrong” because
it has been bent over and tied to another
bush. There’s a long trail of bird traps, which
are all set. And a thrush has fallen victim. The
path is indistinct and peters out, becoming
indistinguishable among the various animal
tracks. It’s no longer like it was in the past,
when these death alleys were linear and selfevident, with hundreds of traps, all in a tidy
line. Now the trail is broken, with traps dotted
around higgledy piggledy. Poachers are now

The beautiful valley of the river San Girolami,
its beauty spoiled by the evil traps hidden on
the hillsides

no longer able to go freely into the forest to
trap their prey. They know very well the risk
that volunteers will destroy these armed death
traps, and so they try their best to disguise
them.
An inveterate poacher, with a stubborn nature

Traps hidden in the macchia

that won’t respond to reason, lays traps for
birds every year, always in the same extensive
area. It’s a valley, with a river flowing over
the granite, forming natural pools which
provide the animals with an essential water
supply. I don’t remember how many times
we’ve destroyed the lines of traps that he’s
set. It’s hot – here we are in winter, and we’re
in short sleeves. It’s pleasant, until you have
to rummage in the macchia, which is full of
gorse and other horribly thorny bushes. It’s
wonderfully scented and beautiful in spring,
when it attracts insects and colours the hillside
yellow. However now, in winter, it rips your
clothing and scratches your arms to shreds.
We rummage through the macchia but we
don’t find any traps. We’ve always found
traps here - last year there were traps, and
consistently in previous years. Should we
be worried? Sadly, yes, because during our
search we saw no birds. We’re left wondering
what has happened to all the small winter
migratory birds. We visit sites with evocative
names, such as Zaffaranu Mannu, Passu pittiu,
Zaffaraneddu, Sa schina dragus lu, Schina
Dominariu and Crabiolus Mannu. To my
ears they sound like short songs or nursery
rhymes, and make a wonderful mantra to
repeat. S’Arcu on Schisorgiu, S’Arcu s’Ena
sa Craba… Every volunteer can turn these
names over in his mind. In the past, these
places were absolutely full of traps. Today,
our action and the constant efforts of LIPU are
bringing results. Soon there will be no traps.

The network of people who participate in
this LIPU project is much greater than its
volunteering team: young people, families
and institutions, each with their own skills in
combating poaching. When we explain what
a trap is and how it works, and what terrible
injuries they cause to small birds, people
are horrified. If we then tell them about the
wonder of how these birds migrate, or of the
marvels of this place, the land of Sardinia, they
are then all won over to our way of thinking.
Just because the slaughter of wild birds is the
“tradition” doesn’t mean it has to go on into
the future. The Sardinian children shout out
Photograph courtesy
of Ottavia
Poli
loud: “No more poaching!”
“No more
thrush
with myrtle!” “We love and want to protect
Mother Nature!”
We launched an appeal, a press release

David destroying one of the traps

put out to the people of Sardinia: “Don’t eat
thrushes”. For some Sardinians thrush is still
regarded as a delicacy. Thrush flavoured
with myrtle is a special favourite. The birds
will have been caught in traps, and been
left in agony for hours. The poacher then
arrives, removes them, bags them up and
goes off to sell them on the black market, be
it to restaurants or individuals. But things are
changing, and there’s no going back. The
evidence is there: every year, the number
of traps is reducing, thanks to the support
shown by local people for our action. This
place is blessed with flowers, heather and
dog roses. It’s like a wild garden, a paradise
for migratory birds, and also for us. Yes, the
tide is turning.
Thank you AISPA, for all your year on year
support!
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Under the Tuscan sky
LITTLE FRIENDS
Caprese Michelangelo

The beautiful countryside surrounding the oasis

Set in the Tuscan countryside, a few miles from
Michelangelo’s birthplace, Little friends is
run by Freya Bartlett and a team of dedicated
volunteers. AISPA has been supporting this
little animal rescue oasis for the last two years.
Freya writes:

Among the many rescue dogs we care for
currently, we have two dogs injured by
their owners hitting them on the back of
the head. Unfortunately this had caused
damage to the visual cortex, resulting in
blindness. One was surrendered to us
after the police intervened and the other
a spaniel we named Caspian had been
abandoned, blind and starving on a busy
road. The dog was so undernourished his
fur was falling out and the vet said he was
close to death. Both are now doing well
but due to their medical problems cannot
be re-homed so will reside permanently
at my sanctuary.
I got called to an emergency situation on
the local motorway a few years ago as an
old dog had been thrown from a moving
car. He spent three days in intensive care
at the vets and we wondered why his
back legs were so weak. The vet said it’s
probably because he was a hunting dog
who was kept in a small cage his whole
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life and only let out at hunting season
for a few weeks of the year and has not
been able to move around. That dear
old dog we named Henry lived here in
my sanctuary for the next three years
and finished his days in happiness and
freedom with friends around him and a
big garden to roam. I had put him with a
big Great Dane who adored him.

Another case was a large German
Shepherd dog that had been abandoned
on a hot country road. I saw her limping
down the road miles from anywhere and
rescued her. She had a huge bleeding
ulcer on her tail and was starving and
dehydrated. The vet had to amputate her
tail. She was an old dog and had been left
with this painful ulcer by her previous
owners to fend for herself. She also lived
the next few years here until she passed
away but at least she was pain free and
loved in her last years.
We recently re-homed a little dog we
named Hector. We were driving down a
road nearby when I spotted a car and a
man with a dog. Something didn’t seem
right to me and I remember saying
“please tell me he is not abandoning that
dog”. So I went and turned around and
came back up the hill and sure enough
the car was gone and the poor little dog
was sitting there waiting for his owner
to return. He was totally confused. He
had a chain collar which was embedded
into the skin on his neck. He was very
stressed for months. Once you deal with
the physical health issues you then have
Hector

the physiological trauma to help them
with. I had a lovely couple in England
whom I had re-homed a rescued dog with
three years earlier called Monty and they
wanted a friend for him so I got Hector
a passport and drove him all the way to
England where he now has a happy life in
a forever home.
We offer training here to volunteers who
want to learn about animal care. The
volunteers are crucial to the rehabilitation
of the animals and spend time gently
stroking and cuddling the animals as
well as general care to help them get
over the trauma they have endured. I am
fortunate as I have a very talented animal
behaviourist called Brendan Browne who
travels from England regularly to train us
and assist with the rehabilitation and care
of the dogs. Brendan works in wildlife
parks and is extremely knowledgeable
in canine care. In the future I would love
to build a dog agility area for improving
the dogs’ confidence again and I am
relentlessly seeking funds for this.
Equally we are desperate for funds
to enable us to build a bigger cat day
nursery as the one we have is too small for
the number of cats we now house. Among
them are Simba and Tiger, two males
who were abandoned in a bin aged four
weeks. A kind man came to our gate with
one kitten having found it in the bin then
I realised that it was possible there could
be more from the same litter so we went
to search the bins and found his brother.
We are a small sanctuary but as you can
see there is always so much to do every
day! To care for all our rescued animals it
is crucial for us to receive funds for food,
inoculations, fences and housing, and to
cover the cost of re-homing and medical
care.
We are grateful to AISPA for the
support and we truly hope that we can
keep working together, and hopefully,
thanks to your generosity improve the
facilities further and give all our little
friends the chance of a happy life.
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YOU can help us to help THEM by:
1.

Filling out the pull-out form in the centre of this brochure.
A standing order enables us to plan more easily for the future.

2.

Making an online donation through our website www.aispa.org.uk

3.

Calling us on +44 (0)1743 232559 so we can take your donation over the phone.

4.

Texting us a donation from your UK mobile phone. Send a free sms to 70070 with
the code aisp18 followed by the amount you would like to donate (£1, £2, £3, £4, £5 or
£10). JustTextGiving is easy to use and free of charge. 100% of your donation will be
sent to AISPA and the amount you are donating will be deducted from your phone bill or
pay as you go credit. If you want to claim Gift Aid just open the link (directly from your
smartphone or pc) you will receive right after your donation and write a message.

5.

Transferring your donation electronically to our bank (within the UK only):
Account No. 02105010, Sort Code 15-99-00.
Please remember to put your name in the Reference Box.
Transferring your donation for Supporters residing outside the UK
Should you wish to make a contribution, you can ask your Bank to transfer your donation
directly into our account. This is the information your Bank will require:
Account: The Anglo-Italian Society for the Protection of Animals
Bank: C. Hoare & Co; 37 Fleet Street, London, EC4P 4DQ
SWIFT: BIC HOABGB2L
For UK sterling, dollars and other currencies please use this
IBAN: GB66HOAB15990002105010
For Euro donations please use this IBAN: GB51HOAB15990002105280

6.

Sending your cheque or postal order (making it payable to AISPA), to this address:
AISPA, 30 - 34 New Bridge Street, London EC4V 6BJ.
And should you have any used stamps please send them to us periodically.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2017
THE ANGLO-ITALIAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF ANIMALS
(COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE)

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2017
The Society’s Annual General Meeting was held on Wednesday, 22nd November, at The Royal
Over-Seas League, London SW1. William Richards took the Chair.
Apologies for absence were received from Marilyn Hawksley Lowman, John Letchford, Katie
Boyle, Lyn Newton, Julie Irving, Mrs Thelma Brown, Mrs S Booth, June Connolly, Jan Hunt, Miss
MP Hamilton, Mrs C Green, Mrs LM Gould, Jocelyn Rix, Anne Pinder and H. E. Pasquale Q
Terracciano, Italian Ambassador to the UK.
The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting, already circulated in the Annual Report, were
approved by the members and signed by the Chairman.
John Knight, Mario Pampanini, Catherine Pugsley and Crispin Salimbeni who retired by
rotation were re-elected to the Executive Committee.
The Chairman announced that Dr Andrew Higgins had been nominated by the directors to be
our new President. Dr Andrew Higgins was duly elected by the members present.
The Annual Report and Accounts for 2016 were adopted.
MHA MacIntyre Hudson were appointed as Auditors and approval was given for their
remuneration to be fixed by the Executive Committee.
Laura Lavorato, AISPA Development Manager and Maira Sgueglia, AISPA veterinary
representative in Italy gave an audio visual presentation about their work in Italy.
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Legal and Administrative
Information
REFERENCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION:
Charity Name:
The Anglo-Italian Society for the Protection of Animals
Charity Reg. No.:
208530
Company Number: 00335703
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
The following served on the Executive Committee during 2017:
William Richards M.A. (Chairman)
Crispin Salimbeni M.A. (Treasurer)
Gervase Hulbert O.B.E.
Andrew Norman-Butler
Dr Mario Pampanini M.A. Vet MB M.R.C.V.S.
Dr Malcolm Holliday D.V.M. M.R.C.V.S.

Susan Dale
Dr John Knight B.Vet.Med. M.R.C.V.S.
Catherine Pugsley B.A.
Alison Richards

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:
30-34 New Bridge Street
London
EC4V 6BJ

AUDITORS:
MHA MacIntyre Hudson LLP
30-34 New Bridge Street
London EC4V 6BJ

BANKERS:
C. Hoare & Co.
37 Fleet Street
London
EC4P 4DQ

INVESTMENT MANAGERS:
J.M. Finn & Co.
60 Abbeygate Street
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 1LB

CAF Bank Limited
25 Kings Hill Avenue
Kings Hill
West Malling
ME19 4JQ

SOLICITORS:
A. Lutley
Springfield
Rookery Hill
Ashtead KT21 1HY

Scottish Widows
67 Morrison Street
Edinburgh EH3 8YJ
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Legal and Administrative
Information
THE ANGLO-ITALIAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF ANIMALS
SUMMARISED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017
Trustees Statememt
The Summarised Accounts contain information
extracted from both the Statement of Financial
Activities and the Balance Sheet of the audited
Annual Accounts for the year ended 31 December
2017, which were approved by the Trustee Board on
14 March 2018.
The report of the auditors on the Annual Accounts
was unqualified.
The Summarised Accounts do not contain sufficient
information to allow for a full understanding of
the financial affairs of the charity. A copy of the
full Trustees’ Report and Annual Accounts can
be obtained from the registered office. A copy of
the Trustees’ Report and Annual Accounts will be
submitted to the Charity Commission in due course.
Risk has been considered with regard to the Charity
Commission’s guidelines set out in their publication
CC26.
William Richards M.A.
Chairman
Date: 15 March 2018
Independent Auditor’s Statement to the Trustees
of The Anglo-Italian Society for the Protection of
Animals
We have examined the summarised financial
statements of The Anglo-Italian Society for the
Protection of Animals for the year ended 31
December 2017 which comprise the Summary
Statement of Financial Activities and the Summary
Balance Sheet.
The Summary Financial Statement is contained within
the charity’s non-statutory Annual Report 2017. The
summarised financial statements are non-statutory
accounts prepared for the purpose of inclusion in the
Annual Report 2018.
This statement is made, on terms that have been
agreed with the charity, solely to the charity, in
order to meet the requirements of Accounting and
Reporting by Charities Statement of Recommended
Practice (SORP 2015). Our work has been undertaken
so that we might state to the charity those matters
we have agreed to state to it in such a statement and
for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted

by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to
anyone other than the charity for our work, for this
statement, or for the opinions we have formed.
Respective responsibilities of the Directors and
Auditors
The Trustee Board has accepted responsibility for the
preparation of the summarised financial statements.
Our responsibility is to report to the charity our
opinion on the consistency of the summarised
financial statements in the Annual Review 2017 with
the full statutory annual financial statements.
We also read the other information contained within
the Annual Report 2017 and consider the implications
for our report if we become aware of any apparent
misstatements or material inconsistencies with the
summarised financial statements.
Basis of Opinion
We conducted our work having regard to Bulletin
2008/3 The auditor’s statement on the summary
financial statement in the United Kingdom issued by
the Auditing Practices Board.
Our reports on the charity’s full statutory annual
financial statements describe the basis of our audit
opinion on those financial statements.
Opinion
In our opinion, the summarised financial statements
are consistent with the full statutory annual financial
statements for the year ended 31 December 2017.
We have not considered the effects of any events
between the date on which we signed our report on
the full statutory annual financial statements and the
date of this statement.
New Bridge Street House
30-34 New Bridge Street
London
EC4V 6BJ
MHA MacIntyre Hudson
Chartered Accountants
& Statutory Auditor
Date: 15 March 2018
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Legal and Administrative
Information
THE ANGLO-ITALIAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
OF ANIMALS SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017

Income

2017
£

2016
£

112,780
242,540

108,751
160,977

93,429
25

92,600
221

448,774

362,549

Voluntary Income:
Donations, subscriptions and gift aid income
Legacies
Investment Income:
Income resources from listed investments
Bank deposit interest
Total Income for the Year
Expenditure
Costs of Generating Funds

£
92,611

88,734

Charitable Activities:
Grants payable
Support costs

336,317
63,387

384,322
56,843

Total Resources Expended

492,315

529,899

Net Outgoing Resources

(43,541)

(167,350)

Gain / (Loss) on investment assets

113,987

111,951

70,446

(55,399)

Net Movements in Funds

Note to Financial Statements
Note 1
The summary financial statements have been extracted from the full audited financial statements of The AngloItalian Society for the Protection of Animals for the year ended 31 December 2017, which have been prepared in
accordance with Accounting and Reporting by Charities: Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to charities
preparing their accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Repulic of
Ireland (FRS 102) Update Bulletin 1 Charities SORP (FRS 102) and the Companies Act 2006.
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Legal and Administrative
Information
THE ANGLO-ITALIAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
OF ANIMALS SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017

Statement of Net Assets

2017
£

2016
£

335
2,089,885
2,090,220

503
2,115,057
2,115,560

Other debtors

155,562

37,873

Cash at bank and in hand

181,290

203,530

336,852

241,403

(7,761)

(8,098)

329,091

233,305

2,419,311

2,348,865

Fixed Assets:
Tangible assets
Investments at market value

Current Assets

Creditors - Due within one year
Net Current Assets
Net Assets as at 31 December 2016
Represented By:
Accumulated Funds

Total

£

£

2,419,311

2,348,865

2,419,311

2,348,865
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ANIMAL WELFARE SANCTUARIES
AND PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY AISPA
1.
2.
3.
		
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

AREZZO - Refuge la Speranza
CAPRESE MICHELANGELO - Little Friends
CASTEL VOLTURNO - Dr. Dorothea Friz
Lega pro Animale & Fondazione Mondo Animale Onlus
CASTIGLIONE DEL LAGO - Dr Maira Sgueglia
CASTIGLIONE DEL LAGO - LIPU Trasimeno
CECINA - Associazione Mici Felici
COMO - Associazione Cavalli del Bisbino ONLUS
CREMONA - GATTILE APAC Associazione Protezione Animali
FAENZA - ENPA - Ente Nazionale Protezione Animali
FANO - Il Graffio
FLORENCE - Marta & Guido Cecchi: Spay and neuter outreach work
FLORENCE - Careggi Cat Colony
FLORENCE - Cani di Carla
FOLLONICA - Associazione ‘Gli aMici di Mariella’
MARSALA - Associazione Randagi del Sud
MONTAIONE - IHP, Italian Horse Protection Association
MONTECATINI TERME - Cats Onlus
OLBIA - LIDA - Lega Italiana per la Difesa degli Animali
PALERMO - LNDC, Lega Nazionale per la Difesa del Cane
PALERMO - EDIGA, Ente per la difesa dei gatti
PARMA - LIPU - Lega Italiana Protezione Uccelli
PESCARA - Salviamo l’Orso
PISA - Gatti Mammoni
POZZUOLI - The Fido & Neighbourhood Association
ROME - The Torre Argentina Sanctuary
ROME - Verano Cemetery Cats - Association Animal Welfare
SASSARI - LIDA - Lega Italiana dei Diritti dell’Animale

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

TERNI - Italian Wildlife and Zoo Veterinary Emergency Team (IWZVet)
TRIESTE - Associazione Il Gattile
TRIESTE - Liberi di Volare
UMBERTIDE - Rifugio Argo
VENICE - The Anglo-Venetian Group for the Protection of Stray Animals (DINGO)
VENICE - Breda Sterle: Spay and neuter outreach work
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“Because animals have no nationality”
Leonard Hawksley, Founder
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